Promoting the

trade
interests
of global value chains

European
Branded Clothing
Alliance

A collective and exclusive voice for

retail clothing
brands
Grouping some of the largest, most famous and well-respected corporations
and brands in the fashion industry, the European Branded Clothing Alliance (EBCA)
promotes the trade and market access interests of its members’
global value chains.

Educating policy-makers and
stakeholders on sector specific
trade and market access issues

Acting as a knowledge
partner for EU policymakers on
matters of international trade

Influencing the outcomes
of EU level regulatory and policy
developments

A distinctive

value
proposition
EBCA offers its members

A platform to exchange information
on regulatory and trade policy aspects
impacting the branded clothing sector.

Access to a unique combination of
sector specific trade competence and
expertise.

Exceptional trade information,
intelligence and analysis.

Direct access to a strong network of EU
policy-makers via EBCA’s membership in key
EU expert groups and consultation platforms.

An outstanding collaborative environment
and the distinct possibility to shape the Alliance’s
agenda to reflect individual members’ needs.

Exclusive

membership
services
EBCA members benefit from

Monthly intelligence reports and regular updates on regulatory and legislative
changes that impact their business.
Visibility and relationship building with the EU Commission, Parliament and national
government authorities who are at the heart of relevant legislation and policy debates.
Tailored and individual assistance on market access difficulties in third markets
(outside the EU).
Bespoke strategic advice and advocacy support on trade issues of
commercial relevance to their business.
Support in crisis management on trade policy and regulatory matters.
Studies and thought leadership opportunities providing strong evidence of the
sector’s relevance to policy-makers.

Impactful

activities
Since its creation in 2007, EBCA has among others
Convinced EU policy-makers to agree on a duty reduction mechanism for Pakistan
after the devastating floods in 2010.
Achieved an increase of the share of apparel and footwear products that third countries can export with
preferential market access into the EU under the EU’s Generalised Scheme of Preferences.
Drawn the European Commission’s attention to various market access issues affecting its
members in Russia, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, and Ecuador among others and contributed to resolving
issues in Bangladesh, Myanmar and Turkey.
Informed EU decisions and actions through active participation and contribution to the
European Commission’s Market Access Working Group, the Trade Contact Group and the EU Council of
Ministers’ Trade Policy Committee.
Provided input to the European Commission’s report on the competitiveness of the
EU fashion industry.
Demonstrated through its study ‘Unchaining the supply chain’ how the right EU trade policies
can help maximise the economic footprint of the branded clothing sector in Europe.
Played a leading role in the development of a cross-industry Trade Policy Manifesto for the new EU
institutions and a joint position paper on TTIP with the American fashion industry in 2014.

Benefit from the reputation of

our members

EBCA members represent among others these brands

more

Information
Contact our Brussels based Secretariat

European Branded Clothing Alliance (EBCA)
c/o Hanover
Square de Meuûs 35 | 6th floor
1000 Brussels | Belgium

+32 2 5882616

info@ebca-europe.org

Or visit our website

ebca-europe.org

European
Branded Clothing
Alliance

Twitter: @ebcaeu

